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SAFETY SUMMARY
This summarized safety summary is intended for both operating and service personnel.
WARNING TERMS OF INSTRUMENT
Caution means a personal injury hazard that is not immediately accessible as the markings are read, or a
property/instrument hazard. DANGER means a personal injury hazard that is immediately accessible as the marking is
read.
POWER SOURCE
The BondHub is intended to operate through a through a 24VDC external power converter connected to an AC source at
a nominal 115 VAC to 230 VAC (auto sensing). Before applying AC power, assure the LINE VOLTAGE is within the AC
power voltage limits of the adaptor - otherwise, a safety hazard or equipment failure/damage could occur.
USE THE PROPER POWER CORD
Use only the power cord and connector specified for the BondHub.
Use only a power cord that is in good condition.
USE THE PROPER FUSE
To avoid fire hazard, use only a fuse of the correct type, voltage rating and current rating specified.
DO NOT OPERATE IN AN EXPLOSIVE ATMOSPHERE
To avoid explosion, do not operate the BondHub in an explosive atmosphere.
REMOVAL OF COVERS OR PANELS
Because of the dangerous high voltages inside the BondHub, only skilled, authorized technicians should remove the
cover/panels when either setting internal adjustments or for servicing. Do not operate the BondHub without the covers
and panels properly installed.
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BondHub Specifications
PRELIMINARY as of 09/11/15

Management, Sales & Marketing input

System Specifications:
Enclosure
Case "Style"
Overall Dimensions:
Weight (est):

Pelican
18" X 14" X 7.5"
25 1bs
Processor- COMe or SMARC System on module

Low power x86
Operating System

1.3Ghz
Windows7

Display
Display Resolution
Display Type
Number of colors
Keyboard
Pointing Device
Internal Storage Devices:

Embedded 12.1", 1200 Nit Sunlight Readable
800 Pixels x 600 Pixels - SVGA
TFT - LCD
16 Million
MiniWired USB snap to panel
Keyboard embedded trackpad
Data Storage
128GB Solid State Data Drive

External Storage Devices
Data File Size (est)

SO Card up to 32GB,USB Stick
25MB

USB ports

3 Minimum

1/0 Ports

Analog Input Channels
Analog Input Range
A/0 Input Resolution
Encoder

1/0 Lines
2 Channels
OV to SVDC
10 Bits
2-axis encoder line (quadrature, up, down, or clock/direction)
External Connections

AC
Ultrasound @ Bond Instrument

3 Prong Rectangular
11Pin Fischer Right Angle Male

Ultrasound to Probe
USB ports

11Pin Fischer female panel mount
client type 'A'

Connector To Scanner
Analog in from UT

Multi-Pin military Tri-Lock (Pin count Scanned Dependent)
Multi-Pin Lemo panel mount "Utility"

AC Input

Power Supply
110-240VAC auto sense Power Adaptor Providing 24VDC to BondHub

Battery Type
Number of batteries
Battery Life

Smart Li-ion
2- internally hard mounted
Minimum 4 hours automated scanning
Environmental Specifications

Operating Temperature
Storage Temperature
Relative Humidity
Ingress Rating
Certification(s)

Target 02F to 1252F
-20 ·c to 70 ·c (-4 2F to 158 2F)
0% to 95% noncondensing
None.
CE Certified via independent test house
The BondHub’ s Pelican Case IS NOT To Be Used as Transport. Transport in approved
shipping packaging, such as that provided upon original shipment of the unit.

Transport
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Acquisition System Specifications:
BondaScope 3100
Others... TBD
2 Channel
Range
USB
Protocol
Axis
Scan Speed
Index
Jog
Manual - via StringScan II
Manual - Conventional X-Y Scanner

Instrument Compatibility
Via 2 Channel Analog output
Check with NOT Systems for other Supported Equipment Possibilities.
Analog Input from BondaScope 3100
X&Y
0 to+/- 1VDC
NOT BondaScope Communication
Host
NOT Proprietary Download from instrument only
Acquisition ControlManual & Automated
2 Axis, X & Y, Stepper motor control
User Controlled up to scanner maximum and selected index
Greater of 0.010" or as determined by scanner capabilities
Keyboard jog to position - speed preset in user table
Triangulated calculation of X & Y position (note: 4"/Sec recommended Maximum)
Scaled plotting of X & Y position (note:6"/Sec recommended maximum)
Ul Image Features

Polar Display

Square, divided into 4 quadrants. Real time as a direct representation of instrument display.

Strip Chart

2ea,Rectangular,Real time streaming representing scaled values of X & Y UT Instrument
outputs
1-3ea,User selectable representing Phase and/or Magnitude and/or Additive view
Various alarm area shapes can be defined in the impedance plane such as sectorial,
rectangular, ring,
Audible provided by attached BondaScope 3100
Data Analysis Capabilities
Retrace position of all dots acquired, retrace position of dot at a given cursor position in the
scan plan,move scanner to position of cursor
Gate size, type and shape are changeable in post processing of acquired data. Last
position stored with file save function

C-Scan
Alarms
Alarm Notifications
Impedance Dot Position
Alarm Gates
Flaw Sizing Capability

Single crosshair point of X,Y position and Phase/Magnitude ,Area as defined by dual crosshait
box-in, target with release polygon area calculation. Point to point ruler line length

30
Strip Chart

Draw ,rescale and rotation of selected c-Scan mode
Display representative strip chart centered around dot position

Resonance
Pitch-Catch
Pitch-Catch Tone Burst
Pitch-Catch & MIA Swept
Mechanical Impedance Analysis
Scan

Bond Image Mode Support
CW, real time
CW, real time
Per burst set on UT Instrument, Scan Speed determined by index and burst rate
Per burst set on UT Instrument, Scan Speed determined by index and burst rate - SINGLE
polar alarm threshold;in-out
CW, real time
Data Storage
Digitized data representing X & Y probe position and X & Y dot position along with pallet
information and scanner setup profile.

3100

If possible, recall setup of instrument at the initiation of scan and store parameters with data
file

Scan Size

Up to 25MB

Screen Capture

Report Ability
Capture current screen condition and save as an independent BMP,JPG & PNG file, associated
with scan file name or changed by user. Save to external SO/USB Stick
Language Support

Currently English only
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INTRODUCTION
The BondHub is the world’s first multimode imaging bond tester with fully automatic C-Scan imaging capability. The
BondHub Imaging Bond Tester utilizes the full capability of the well-established BondaScope 3100 and connects to a
number of automated and manual scanners to serve coordinate input generating high-resolution C-Scan Images in PitchCatch, Resonance or MIA mode. Inspection of composites and adhesively bonded materials has not seen such
advancement for many years. The power of full field inspection images using bond testing elevates non-destructive
inspection capability to a new level.
As the use of composites and adhesively bonded joints has increased across many industries, the need for testing bond
integrity has grown to improve the quality of the final product. Conventional ultrasonic methods can be limited for these
applications and so a variety of alternative methods have been developed to handle this range of material combinations.
Bond testing, starting off with simple tap testing and progressing to electronic methods offered no means of archiving
data, was open to user error and often defects could be missed because of small variations in signals that the defect
represents.
In order to properly utilize the full capabilities of the BondHub as a data acquisition device, it is required the user be
knowledgeable in the application and setup of the BondaScope 3100 itself. As the old saying goes, garbage in – garbage
out.
The BondHub
The system serves the following functions:
1) Acquire up to 2 channels of analog data from the attached instrument
2) Provide synchronized motion control according to the attached scanner and scan plan set by the user
3) Post processing of acquired data as needed and determined
4) Storage of raw data set along with scan parameters
5) Create image files for reporting/archive purposes
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Home Screen
1) Menu Bar (all options are explained in detail in their associated chapters)
This screen is presented after the BondHub main boot screen. In this example a data file is loaded. If no file were
loaded the image would present white. You will note a few buttons are “dimmed” out. This is due to the fact
that for this boot screen example, an automated scanner has not been selected yet.
Start Scan: If not Dimmed indicates an automated scanner has been selected in the Scan Setup Menu. If no
automated scanner is selected, the button will appear as shown in a dimmed out, non-functional manner.
Scan Setup: This will be discussed in depth in the Scan Setup paragraphs but, this is where items like scanner
selection are made as well as Scan Plan, scanner speed (if automated is selected and the selection of a “home
position”
Measure Region: This function turns on 2 crosshairs the user can place around areas of interest in the scan to
get positional and indication size measurements
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Gate Setup: This option allows the user to define geometric gates around the impedance plane of the full data
set acquired to highlight only those areas of specific interest to the user.
Info/Help: Brings user back to the BondHub Logo Screen
Reset Zoom: Brings image back to full screen view after the user has used the + & - Zoom Magnifiers or Hand to
pan the window.
Pause Scan: If automated scan were running, this would pause the scanner in position. The user might consider
this for instance if they noticed an obstruction that needed clearing. The button would change to Resume and
the user could then press resume to continue the scan from where they left off.
Clear Scan: Once a scan is in memory, it may be cleared for immediate restart without having to change the scan
plan.
Data Files: As the name suggests, this is where the user can save and recall scan files as well as Scanner
parameter files.
Under Store and Load is the ability to save. Press Screen Shot and click in the Image Choice box for a selection
of screens to capture and press Make it. A “Save As” dialog will provide the user to select appropriate path
information.
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JOG: When highlighted, allows the user to move the automated scanner(s) around the scan envelope using the
X-Y cursors. Drag the cursor to a position of interest and the scanner will move to that position. This function
only works with automated scanners and, as shown in the example is dimmed out so is not selectable
Analysis/Acquire: This is a dual function button. The default mode is Analysis mode when reviewing a previous
scan file or whole scanning with an automated scanner. Otherwise, when using a manual scanner it also serves
to start acquisition when using a manual scanner. When the manual scan is complete, click back to analysis to
work with other program features.
1/10/100: This is the data increment value for the cursor if moved using the keyboard arrows. Assume a 100 x
100 line scan… at selection 1 the cursor would index 1 line at a time per key press… At 10, ten times and at 100,
1 time.
Gate/User/Auto: Will be explained further but, the BondHub will auto scale the received signal when in Auto if
within the system’s usable input range. Meaning, the highest value of X & Y will be scaled to 100% of the color
pallet selected. In Manual, it will be scaled the value set in the Scan Setup/Gate tab and Gates will function from
the geometric gates as set by the user in the Gate Menu
2) Impedance Plane Display: This is where the BondHub displays the “Flying Dot” location as represented on the
BondaScope 3100. As shown it is the lower portion of the screen. Also note the 0’0 position is not about center.
It too is represented as set on the BondaScope setup.
3) Scan Area: This is where the scan is built as the user or scanner proceeds with the acquisition of data. Working
in conjunction with (4 – X axis) and (5 Y axis) the data acquired the user can recall the impedance position by
simply moving the cursors around the scan.
4) X Axis Amplitude Value Scale: Displays the relative amplitude plot of the incoming X-Axis from the BondaScope
3100
5) Y Axis Amplitude Value Scale: Displays the relative amplitude plot of the incoming Y-Axis Analog from the
BondaScope 3100
6) Selection of X/Y/Phase or Magnitude: Selecting one of the corresponding radio buttons will present a C-Scan
based on that input value alone.
7) Cursors: The cursors are moved by selecting the Cross & Circle button next to the Hand used for panning the
display. Once selected, hover over the cross point to move both or hover over either cursor line until the mouse
arrow changes for selection. Then, click and drag.
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8) Hysteresis: This takes the form of a combing effect in the scan as a result of a Scan and index scan plan. In the
images below, the image on the left has been corrected with +.25” of correction thereby “lining up” the outside
features of the circular indications. You will note the image on the right has the combing effect around the
perimeter of the circular indications. Also, notice how the smaller indications within the highlighted indications
merged into single cohesive indications.

The cause of hysteresis can be varied. Do a degree it has to do with the probe active diameter. A ½” element will
exhibit more hysteresis as the leading side of element active area is at opposite ends when scanning in opposite
directions per line. Also, there’s typically some backlash in the mechanical system, either from gearing or probe
holder or other mechanisms.
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Pressing the Scan Setup button on the main screen presents this menu
1) Set the scan index values, scan size, direction and repetitive strokes per line to define the “scan plan”
-The total points are calculated by the X or Y lengths and the index.
-Strokes are useful for users who want to do a “Scan-Index” or “Scan/Scan – Index”. An example of why a user
might want to do this is where the surface is rough or uneven and the motion of the probe over the surface acts
to pre wet the surface with couplant providing better assurance the data from the transducer is well coupled for
the next stroke back. This also minimized index hysteresis which presents with an interlacing or combing effect.
2) Note the dimmed out buttons in this region as well. Even though an automated scanner is selected, it is not
connected so, the controls are not available. If they were, within this pallet, the user could command the
scanner to move to home limit switches. These are full left and full forward for a total of Lower Left corner. This
is generally a good place to start any NEW scan plan definition. Another useful function from here is to use the
“Go to + & -“function. This commands the scanner to go to the two corner limits thereby defining the scanner’s
total available scan envelope. Once the scanner is at home position the following can be done.
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Using the CrosshairX and CrosshairY arrows or keyboard input, command the scanner to a useful position on the
part, not necessarily tied to the default 0,0 defined by the limit switches. Additionally, the user can click the
crosshair in the grid screen and place it within the dimensions of the scanners available scan envelope. Then
press “Go to Crosshair Position” and the scanner will go to that position.
From here, the user could then tell the scanner to set this position as the NEW 0,0 position.
Find Crosshair is when the crosshair in the grid screen is for some reason off screen… for instance, a value
negative of zero was moved to (as an example by setting 0,0 to the right of the scanners limit switch 0,0). When
the find button is pressed, the grid will adjust to show in the lower left where the scanner is in the coordinate
space
3) In this area, the user can set the color pallet and range values desired for each of X, Y, Amplitude and Phase.
Whatever the pallet selected here, is what will be displayed for that mode in the C-Scan on the main screen by
selecting the associated radio buttons. If you have selected “Color Bar” then a full spectrum pallet will be used
for the selected tab function. To change the color, use the switch to “Use Min/Max” and double click the
desired color and select the desired start, mid and end color with the mouse. Also, in this screen you may set the
values for the associated with the Max Scale and the Min Scale. This will require trial and error initially, until you
are familiar with the outcome.
Once you are satisfied with the adjustments, you MUST select ”Apply Changes” before you press the back
button in the upper left to return to the main menu screen or the settings will be lost.
4) This is where you name the new scan plan. A suggestion would be to include the scanner used, the index used
and the scan size used so it is easier to recall next time. Example: TunnelScan 025x10x10 – 10Layer Composite…
Reference would be using the TunnelScan, a 0.025” index and 10”x10” scan for a 10 layer composite part.
5) Use this slider to change the speed of the scanner. It is possible to exceed the speed capability of the scanner
(stall) and if so, the scanner will just sit there and hum until a calculated end of line is approached.
6) Scanner Selection: A list of available scanners can be selected from the list. There are two Manual and two
Automated scanners available. Please contact NDT Systems for further information.
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Once the parameters for the scan have been defined press the back button and the BondHub is ready to acquire data.
From here, it is important the user has pre-calibrated the BondaScope 3100 for the material under test and, that to the
best you can tell, no data are saturated. By that it is meant that the flying dot should not (unknowingly) hit and remain
on any of the four impedance plane outline walls as no further information can be had. It is best to keep the flying dot
active within the impedance plane of the 3100, and thereby, keeping the data in measurable range. By the same token,
the flying dot should not be kept to hover closely to null unnecessarily. It is best to use the range of the 3100’s screen to
its fullest.
A TIP in this regard; If for example the flying dot remains in one or 2 adjacent quadrants, remember, you can use the
Grid Offset of the 3100 to move 0,0 elsewhere on the screen. For instance, if the data were all in one quadrant, the 0,0
of the screen could be moved to a corner and, the whole screen’s data will be scaled by the useable output of the 3100,
thereby creating a greater dynamic range within the scan.
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GATES Menu:
The Gates menu is where the user can create their own specific region of gating in various forms. In many cases, the user
may elect to show on a C-Scan ONLY those points that cross into certain areas which perhaps have been determined to
be specific problem regions and that other areas are not important to to changes in part geometry as an example. In the
picture above, it would be possible to “gate” just the area pointed out, and ignore data from any other area on the CScan by exclusion.
1) Tabbed Mini-Menu: Permits the viewing of a mini C-Scan representation of the acquired data, viewing of
existing gates, the setup of varied gate styles such as Rectangle, Ellipse, Wedge & the ability to store the defined
gate profiles to disc for later recall. See further information later in this section.
2) Area of Mini C-Scan: This is a duplicate of what is presented on the main C-Scan Screen. As you work with the
various functions within this menu, the C-Scan will be updated in this window appropriately. Once satisfied with
the results you can save the appropriate gate setup and press the Back button to return to the main screen.
TIP: From this point, if you have made a set of geometric gates, when you do return to the home screen, select
the “Gate” radio button in the Gain group to realize the change.
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3) ColorWrap Knob: Rotation of the ColorWrap wheel will change the way the Mini C-Scan looks in terms of color.
Often, different levels of color will better highlight the indications in terms of contrast. For instance, if there
were little but measurable difference in data value and those differences lay within a common color (like red for
instance)… then as you rotate the wheel, the data would then start to cross color boundaries (from the reds to
the purple or blues as an example) and the small changes would become much clearer. In the example above,
that’s what been done.
4) Phase/Null Selection: The user has the ability to change an area of Null. In the example above it can be seen
there are two sets of crosshairs… One in light, finely dashed lines and another in brighter, more coarsely dashed
lines. When the virtual switch is toggled, the position will indicate Use Instrument Null or, as shown in this case,
Use Values Below (X0 and Y-40), thereby affording the user’s ability to re-center the null point within the
impedance display to suit their needs. A reason a user might want to do this is, perhaps a position on the material
under test “appeared” to have a common area used as null (as defined on the BondaScope 3100) but as the scan
progressed during the acquisition process the greater area of null “shifted” to an area away from the original null
point. Imagine that as the case in the image above.
5) Save Recall: Drop down for Gate saving & recall
6) Impedance Plane: Emulates the impedance plane at acquisition time of the BondaScope 3100. The white specs
represent the areas of acquired date. The button to the top Left of the impedance plane, when selected, presents
a crosshair on the Mini C-Scan and will highlight a dot within the impedance display indicating which point on the
C-Scan correlates with the associated spot on the impedance display. The arrow buttons can serve to move
throughout the C-Scan and review the scan acquisition.
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7) Dead Zone: This is an area which can be set originating at the 0,0 origin or Null Point and can expand circularly
out from the center. It is position with the active set of Null Cursors per Item 4. The purpose of this feature is to
ignore any acquired data at or closely around the null point which, may be considered useless or noise and
thereby making the data outside the zone more prominent. If instance if the area within the red circle were
defined as dead, and the Null Selection were Use Values Below then, any point on the impedance plane within
the red zone would NOT have produced a corresponding color on the Mini C-Scan. This is the result after setting
the dead zone to 10 and C-Scan crosshair to a position on the C-Scan which indicates where on the impedance
plane the data point was acquired.
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Geometric Gating
Using the varied controls on the Ellipse, Rectangular and Wedge tabs on the menu, it is possible to make many
varied shapes and sizes to encapsulate desired areas of the impedance plane.
To change colors, simply select the color patch with the mouse and a selectable pallet will pop up.
To add a new gate, press Add New/Modified Gate. A gate of the same color overlays the current gate so, simply
use the CenterX or CenterY controls to place it, reshape it and color it as desired.
An additional feature called Depth is available in the geometric gate setup tabs. In some instances, it may be
desired to assign a particular gate position as a relative depth position in laminar substrates as an example. If a
reference sample has been fabricated with known defect positions they may be entered here. For instance, if the
reference was a 1” composite layup, and manufactured disbonds were placed at 0.025” increments then perhaps
gate 1 could be assigned .025”, gate 2 0.5” and so on. Then, when in the 3D menu, the layers would stack in order.
Once the gates have been positioned as desired, be sure to use the Storage Tab on the menu to assign the setups
name. Once this has been done the gate setup can be recalled quickly using the recall bar next to the back button.
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After selecting the Ellipse menu and using the associated controls to form the shapes the following is presented using
the dropdown “Show Gates Filled”… Note the area covered by the yellow and the data represented ONLY in that zone.
The same applies for the blue area as shown. In this case, Dead Zone has little to do with the data set.
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Further use of varied Geometric Gates

Result of Geometric Gate Implementation
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Using 3D Features
An additional feature of the BondHub CompVu software is the ability to present an image in a rotatable 3D map. To do
so, select Gates in the upper left corner and then select the 3D at the bottom. From this point, the 3D menu appears and
provides a means to rotate and shade the view in various ways. In interesting view is to turn the shadow mode ONwhich
provides a further highlighting to the topology

Select Gates for 3D Image

Shadow Image, Use Lighting Controls to Change

3D Image

Reset to 2D Image
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StringScan Setup to Scan:

Short Form Scanner Setup:
StringScan: The StringScan is unique in that it uses Triangulation to determine a position in the scan plan. In that regard,
the setup is a little different than a standard X-Y Scanner.
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Select StringScan II from the Scan Setup Menu
In the Scanner Setup Menu, select the scan index to use, the X and Y scan length and a primary scan direction
Save the scanner region. TIP: Use a name which will easily remind you of the setup as in the image above.
Select preliminary color pallet values at the bottom of the screen
Press the Main button
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6) From the Main scan screen, press the Start Scan button and the image above requests the user to
place the probe holder into the holder on the scanner. This provides 1 known leg of the triangle representing the
0,0 position with which to start the defining the scan envelope. Once the probe is in the holder, press “OK”.
7) When you press OK as directed in (6) the following screen appears instructing the user to remove the probe
from the holder and place it in the Lower Left corner of what will be the scan area. Be sure the probe does not
exceed the left limit of the encoder (keep the string 90deg to the baseplate) to assure best results.
Once you have done this, without moving the probe, notice the cursor now sits in the lower left hand corner of
the scan plan and is active, waiting for your movement.
8) Once finished, press the Gate Setup button to being analysis mode.
9) SAVE THE SCAN before you start the analysis or gate arrangements
10) Proceed as above regarding gating or other work.
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SlideScan Setup Procedure:
The setup of the SlideScan is essentially the same as the StringScan. The difference will be that the system will not
request you to place the probe in the holder and jump to instructing you to place the probe at the Lowe Left corner. This
will be the only difference.
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Automated Scanner Setup:
This procedure applies to both the TunnelScan II and the CrosScan II automated scanners. These scanners are portable
battery powered scanners which do not require an intermediate control box. They are used on several instruments
throughout the NDT Systems product line including the Raptor Portable Imaging Flaw Detector.

With the Automated scanners, the Start Scan/Stop Scan, Pause/Resume are used to control the scanners automated
motion routines. When scanning automatically, the analysis function is always available... EVEN DURING THE SCAN!
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The following is a process to get automated scanning started.

Notice in the image above the TunnelScan II automated Scanner is selected and Set Current Position to 0,0 , Go to
Scanner Home Limits, Go to Crosshair Position, Go to 0,0 and Go +&- are all available. The following sequence is the
same for the CrosScan II as well, so long as it is selected from the Scan Device Menu.
NOTE: Also, assure the scanner is turned on and ready to accept commands. Also, be sure couplant is available and
running or pre-sprayed on the surface of the part for those probes (typically resonance) requiring couplant… For
instance, the Pitch Catch and the MIA do not require couplant.
1) Be sure your scanner is located on a part with a probe in place and that the BondaScope 3100 is ready to acquire
data and, that any obstructions to the path of motion of the scanner are removed OR, that you set the limits in
the scan plan such that the probe and the probe carrier will avoid a collision with them.
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2) Assuming the foregoing has been considered, press the button which says “Go to +/-Limits”. This causes the
probe shuttle to move left and forward and will hit the left limit switch as well as the y forward limit and then
each axis will back off slightly from their respective limit switches. This may be a long or very short motion
depending where the probe is along either axis and the Speed Limit setting.
3) Next, to assure the scan envelope of the scanner is available, press the “Go + & - Limits“ Button. After a
warning message to assure a clear path, this will cause the scanner to traverse to the rear right corner to the
limit switches and then traverse to the front left corner. A message will then appear indicating the maximum
scan envelope possible within the scanner limits.
4) Select the scan index desired, the X-Axis Length and the Y-Axis scan length desired along with the scan direction
either X or Y. Start with the Speed somewhere between 2 & 4 until there is comfort with the scan plan and
geometry.
5) Provide a Name for the Scan Plan such as the one in the image above. Setting a convention for defining the Scan
Plan is recommended.
6) When you no longer desire a setup, highlight it in the dropdown and press ERASE Region.
NOTE: the OffsetX & OffsetY are for multiple scan reference, typically on the same test piece. For instance if you
had defined a scan envelope of 10” x 10” and you picked up the scanner to move it to the left which would be
the next section of the part under test to start scanning at the end of the first 10x10 scan the offset would be
10X and 0Y. If you instead moved it back in Y to start the scan it would be OffsetX 0 and OffsetY 10. In this
fashion, you could assemble a larger image using the saved image files.
8) For consistence, press the Go to +/- Limits again and then set the position as 0,0.
NOTE: the 0,0 can be set to anywhere within the scan envelope, so long as the total area to be scanned is less
than the total remaining scanner limits. For instance if the scanner limits were 11”x17” and 0,0 were set 10” to
the right of the left X limit switch, the available definable scan envelope would be short of the 7” remaining in X.
9) Press the button to return to the Main Menu.
10) Press Start Scan.
11) Monitor the BondaScope 3100 to assure the signal remains on screen otherwise saturation of output will occur.
12) Monitor there is sufficient couplant for the speed of the scan if couplant is needed.
13) Monitor and adjust the Null point as necessary… You may find the “average” Null different than the initial one
set.
14) If necessary, use the Pause function and the Jog functions (invoked by pressing the Jog button) to move the
scanner to the area you may want to re-Null.
15) Press Resume or Stop Scan. If Stop scan is pressed the scanner will return to the 0,0 position.
16) If desired, press the Clear Scan button and press start scan again.
17) When finished, proceed with saving the scan and any Analysis work desired.
Check with NDT Systems for new scanner types frequently.
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